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In troduct ion
Until vry recently most orthodontic literature dealing with xtra-
oral traction techniques has primarily been concerned with the direction
of pull of the externally applied force relative to either the point of
application (bracket), or in some more sophisticated studies to the
center of resistance of the tooth or segment of concern. To simplify
these studies most authors reduced their concern for the direction of
pull of the appliance by considering only two dimensions as seen in a
lateral head film. This practice is a poor one because in fact the
headgear appliance is a three dimensional one with the direction of pull
having components in each of three axes.
Armstrong2 was one of the first orthodontists to publish not only
the direction of pull, but also the magnitude, and the duratiQn of
application of the force must be considered for accurate prediction of
r.esults. Armstrong’s study is more realistic in that it states that a
force cannot be defined in direction completely by using only a lateral
head film.
Other authors did not share Armstrong’s insight into the problem.
Watson18 attempted to establish a predictable pattern through the use of
a computer analysis based on direction of pull of extra oral traction
derived in two dimensions from a cephalometric series. He applied rigid
body mechanics formulas and found that predicted movements were not
exactly what was noted clinically. His failure to consider the force
as acting in a three dimensional space as wll as no consideration of
duration of application lead him to variable results.
Graber,
6 Ii 129 Damon, IIaas, and Jolo were crit-cn], in their def_J.nitio.
of direction of pull_, as determined in a two dimensional plane from l.tera]
head films, and in t.eir measurement of the magnitude of t!e force, bue
their clinical results only approximsted their predictions because they
too failed to realize that components of their applied force system existed
along three axes. Again their predictions were derived from rigid body
mechanic equations.
Perhaps the most extensive study of extra oral traction techniques
was done by Terlingen16 in 1973 when he utilized sophisticated force
transducers interrelated with a computer to define the magnitude and direc-
tion of pull of a force through a center of resistance. Experimental
results from this study were compared to a mathematical model utilizing
finite element analysis to define structural and continuum mechanics and
was shown to be ].ess reliable than had been hoped for. This failure fo-
correlation is most probably due to the fact that his mathematical model
treats the facebow with rigid mechanics. Torque values could not be
arrived at experimentally because his testing apparatus lacked sophisti-
cation in this regard.
A recent study completed at the University of Connecticuts School of
Dental Medicine was able to improve upon Terlingen’s analytical apparatus
and include moments. Although this report is not as yet published con-
versations with the researcher, Dr. Charles Iloughten, indicate that only
two planes in space ere reviewed, and that the full potential of the
testing apparatus was not realized.
It has become increasingly apparent by now that what is predicted by
considering a force acting in a two dimensional system and using rigid
beam mechanic equations will not poduce an accurate representation of
t|e force system seen at the bracket facebow interfsce, t|e center of
resistance, or most probably anywhere within tle applJlance. This is true
because the facebow portion of the extra oral traction appliance is as-
sumed to act as a rigid body when in fact it is clinically obvious
that this is not the case. Compensating curves are incorporated into
the inner and outer bow components in attempts to allow rigid mechanics
to approximate the. predicted force system at the center of resistance when
the extra oral traction is applied.
Pu_)ose of Stu|X
The purpose of this study is to accurately define the force system
that can be developed at the headgear attachment when an extra oral trac-
tion appliance is utilized. This force system will be defined as compo-
nent forces along three independent axes as well as the torque developed
about "each of these axes by the appliance. Varying the magnitude of pull
of the force on the extra oral appliance will give varying resultant
force systems for co1sideration. These forces will be determined experi-
mentally through the use of strain gage force transducers such that the
magnitude of pull of an applied force system will be able to be resolved
in three planes of space at the attachment.
Matria]s rlnd Methods
Fifteen facebows were tested in this study. Five of these facebows
had the outer bow in the same plane as the inner bow when allowed to lay
flush on a counter top. Five of these facebows had the outer bow align-
ed with. the distal most ends placed 20 mm above the inner bow when lying
flush on a counter top. The remaining five facebows had the distal most
ends of the outer bow aligned 20 mm below the inner bow when allowed to
lie flush. All facebows were those available from the A-Company with
.045" inner bow and regular length outer bow. Reasonable care was taken
in the performance of all bends, but no instruments were used other than
typically used clinical pliers. A template was drawn up for the inne
bow configuration such that inner-molar widths was set at 63vnn. This w.s
arrJ.sred at by considering average molar width and allowing for headgear
tubes placed on buccal surfaces. All fifteen headgear were bent with
the inner bow in conformance with this template.
B. The Attachments-
The headgear were attached to the force/moment transducers by a rigid
attachment system. A solid block f aluminum was machined so that the
inner bow was clamped in a vice action by the use of four screws connect-
ing one half of the aluminum block to the other. A .043" hole was
drilled at the junction of the two halves either parallel to or perpen-
dicular to the long axis of the force/moment transducer. Attachment of
these blocks to the force/moment transducer was by means of a threaded
rod with locking nuts. A sketch of this attachment appears in Appendix
and also can be seen in the photographs in.Appendix
C. Force/Moment Transducers-
Forces and moments delivered by the inner bow of the leadgear of the
to the ,ttac|.e,.t fJzture arc measured by utilizig strai.n gage trans-
ducers located on a lo]]_ow I./4" rod of 2024-T4 aluminum. A sketch of
the gage locations o these rods can be seen Jn Fig. I.
This transducer with the strain gage locations was developed by the
Orthodontic department at the University of Connecticut School of Dental
Medicine. Th,e gage locations are such that four bending gages placed
at two locations along the rod with a known distance between them will
give informative data that can be used to measure not only the benSing
due to a force load but also a moment produced by a couple.
Two such rods were employed in the testing apparatus. The rods were
oriented sch that an orthogonal axis could be recorded with forces di-
%’cted aially along one rod being interpreted by forces instituting
bending along the other rod. A sketchof the transducer orientation
with the facebow in place can be seen in Figure 2. Forces causing
ing of the aluminum rods were read directly from the strain gages wired
in a bridge configuration. Torsion about each of the th-ee axis was
deternined by either comparing the bending gages placed 4 inches apart
along the rod, but reading bending in the same axis, or by a torsional
set of gages placed approximately at the middle of the bar. This ar-
rangement of gages allowed forces, torques resulting from applied forces,
and couples to be determined in the "x" and "y" planes on each rod.
Torsion in the
""
plane was determined by the four gages located at a
45 angle to the neutral axis of the aluminum rod. Although the axis
of orientation was constant for each trsnsducer the change in sign from
one to the other might indicate an identical force, as in the example
of a. buccal expansion force. Figure 3 shows the axis orientation as
as interpreted orthodontically.
FIGURE # 1
FORCE TPANDUCER
bendin.g sensitive gages
torsion sensitive gages
i/4" 2024-T4
aluminum rod
bending sensitive gages
D. Instrumentation
All raw data was wired through analog to digital converters and
input into an Alpha 16 mini-computer preprogrammed to sample, interpret,
and calculate actual forces and moment components along and around the
three axes at the facebow/bracket interface. The computer program
developed to do this can be seen in Appendix B.
E. Steriometric Definition of Orientation-
All fifteen headgear were painted flat black, and white spots were
painted randomly along both the inner and outer bows. Photographs of
preloaded, loaded and post-loaded conditions were taken with the head-
gear in the force transducers and a steriometric target behind the face-
bow. Future analysis of the three-dimensional changes in the fscebow
can be determined by utilizing a steriometric program presently being
developed by Professor Koenig of the Mechanical Engieering Department
of the University of Connecticut Storrs Campus. A sample series of
steriometric photographs can be seen in Appendix C.
F. Calibration Procedures
Each aluninum rod was calibrated to determine forces in two directions
and moments about three axes. This was accomplished by securing a .045"
wire in the attachment fixtur.e and dead weight loading it with 200 grams.
A T-shape@ .045" wire was used with equal and opposite 200 grams
forces to deliver pure moments about an axis. The third force calibra-
tion for each rod was derived through the computer program to be that
force experienced as bending on the other rod in the direction unob-
tained along the long axis.
G. Testing Procedures and Sequence-
Calibration of both rods preceded all testing. No calibration curve
was developed; However, known data pointswere randomly checked on both
rods before actual testing was begun with unknown forces and moments
delivered at the facebow/attachment interface.
facbow
tooth #i
right first
molar
tooth#2
left first molar
transducer
FIGURE #2
Transducer orientation with facebow in position
Three seris of tests were conducted. All facebows within a seris
had th same configuration of outer bows. The facebow was secured in the
two transducer attachments and sequentially loaded with i00, 200, 300,
400, and 500 grams on both sides of the outer bow. The weights were applied
by hanging from the outer bow hooks by means of a monofilament loop.
The computer was used to sample th- unloaded facebow, the loaded facebow,
and again the unloaded facebow for each of the test weights employed.
I0
Steriotric photographs vere takcn from two angles of both the un-
loaded, loaded, and again inloaded facebow for eacl of the test weights
employed. Five facebows in each of the three series were tested.
II. Data
All foyces and moments were printed out at the computer terninal.
Tables. of thee values are given for all headgear in Appendix A. Steri-
metric photographs are available for digitizing and analysis when requir-
ed for comparison of analytical and experimental results for forces and
moments about the three axes.
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Discussion
Te axes ori.entation for each inner bow/transducer was constant.
It was designed such that a force in the negative "y" direction should
correspond to the dead weight loading on the outer bow of the extraoral
appliance. This would exert a distal force on a molar clinically.
Either tooth #I or tooth 2 should experience a distal force of equal
magnitude when the outer bow is loaded symetrically.
A force measured in the x-axis direction is clinically related to a
buccal or lingual force at the headgear tube. With the present system
it should Be noted that tooth i will show a buccal expansion force as a
negative value, and tooth #2 will show the same buccal expansion force as
a positive value along the -axis.
On Both tootN i and tootk P2 any force in a positive z-axis direction
corresponds to an intrusive force on the molars. This force is exerted
at the headgear tube.
Figure #3 shows the orientation of the facebow to the transducers
wire respect to the axis of orientation in this study.
mesial
Y Y
lingual
x x
z extrusive z
FIGURE #3
Axes orientation relative to inner bow
].2
For discussion purposes the force transducers will be referred to as
tooth #i and tooth #2 in this section of this paper. Tooth #I was that
force transducer which received the inner bow of the extraoral traction
appliance perpendicular to the long axis of the aluminum rod. Tooth
#2 was that force transducer which received the inner bow of the extra-
oral traction appliance parallel to the long axis of the aluminum rod.
Clinically, if one were to look at the maxillary first molars Tooth #2
would correspond to the patients’ maxillary left first molar and tooth #i
would correspond to the patients’ maxillary right first molar. Figure 4
depicts the axis of orientation relative to the maxillary molars.
Moments recorded in this force system are shown in Figu-e 2 also.
A positive moment about the x-axis has a tendency to tip both maxillary
molars distally as seen clinically A negative moment about the x-s.xis
would have the reverse effect. A positive moment about the y-axis nows
a clinical tendency to roll the left molar (tooth #2) in a crown buccal
direction. A corresponding movement of the right molar (tooth #i) would
be seen as a negative moment about the y-axis (-My).
Moments about the -axis are those moments which tend to rotate a
molar about the long axis of a tooth. A positive moment on tooth #i
would tend to rotate the maxillary first molar in a mesial-in movement.
A corresponding movement on tooth #2 would be represented by a negative
moment about the -axis (Me) for a mesial-in rotation.
Inherent in this system are a number of errors that must be discuss-
ed before the resultant data is analyzed.
i. The calibration of the system involves s measurement error when
calibrating the moment about each axis. An error of 0.5mm fo
a 200 gin. force applied at 30ram from the axis of origin
13
result in introducing a I00 gm-mm calibration error. It is
resonable to believe that this error is probably greater than
0.5ram and would in fact be as large as 1.5mm.
2. The computer program is written such that a sampling of the
digital data is taken. This sample at any given time may be in
error by as much as 150 gm-mm in the moment about any axis. This
is the result of electrical drift of the computer component
system.
3. Each face bow was independently shaped to conform as closely as
possible to a template for each of the three series that were
tested. Error in configuration of each facebow can be expected
to influence the data acquired within a given series.
A forth, and perhaps the most important, error in this testing appa-
ratus is the configuration required for orthogonal axes. The inability
of the system to yead an axial load on either tooth directly necessitates
that this component force be derived through equilibrium equations using
recorded bending forces on the other tooth, but in the axial direction
of the first tooth. The error arises when some of the axial load is
dissipated alqng the long axis where it cannot be measured, and the
bending forces on the other tooth are decreased as a result. This source
of error is quite noticable in the tables when the applied load of I00,
200, 300, 400 or 500 grams is notexactly reflected in the distal (-Fy)
force for both teeth. The majority of the difference in axial force
values for all test conditions is due to this error.
An error introduced in the moments is the result of the above men-
tioned orthogonal positioning. As increased loads are applied to the
outer bow, that inner bow which insert perpendicular to the long axis of
14
tooth #/I will tend to move along the negative y-axis as a result of
be-Lding. T|e inner bow attached to the other tooth will experience a
positive moment about the -axis because of its restraint from moving
in the distal (-y) direction, which would be a compressive force along
the long axis of its respective tooth(#2). At the highest loadings a
visible twisting in the facebow was apparent.
It should be noted that all loads to the outer bow were symmetric in
magnitude and force from right to left. This was by design to eliminate
variables of component force systems which might be expected with asym-
metric forces.
The delta shown in Appendix A can be interpreted for each axis and
moments about each axis for each series of facebows.
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Results
cries #]." Outer bow level with inner bow.
Considering the extraoral traction appliance in which the outer bow
of the face bow is level with inner bow it is noted that in the buccal
direction there is a linear increase of force for both the right and the
left molar. ,It is believed that a buccal expansion force develops in a
linear fashion as a result of a configuration change in the inner bow as
a distally applied force is symetrically placed on the outer bow. A
graph of this buccal expansion force is seen in Figure 5. This graph
shows that a force system develops in a buccal direction equal in magni-
tude to 20% of that force applied to the outer bow. This implies that if
a 500 gm extraoral force were applied to each side of an extraoral trac-
tion appliapce, an additional force system, equal to I00 gins will be
exper+/-nced in a buccal d+/-rection on each s+/-de of the inner bow. This
buccal expansion force has not previously been measured It has been
estimated by means of Costigliano’s Theorum by Prof. Donald Haack and
Dr. Sam Weinstein in unpublished correspondence, an it has been
recognized clinically. The clinical recognition has resulted in a pre-
activation of the inner bow by constriction or the use of a linqual arch
to counteract the buccal expansion side effect of extraoral traction.
Force for this headgear series that appear in the distal (-Fy) direction
represent the loaded weight of the outer bow for both teeth. These
values are notably below the actual weights that are applied, but the
error has been previously explained.
No significant forces were noted in this series that would contri-
bute to either extrusion or intrusion of the molars (-axis).
All moments noted in this series of extraoral traction appliances
represent rotations or tipping seen clinically.
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Moments experienced wb.ich would tip the molar either mesial or
distal are not significant in this series (Mx). Those moments which do
appear in the data are most likely the result of error due to appliance
configuration as previously explained. The change in sign from positive
for the left ,molar to negativ for the right molar can be explained by
the fact that as the aluminum rod deflects downward with incraased loads
it, by necessity o the arc over which th bracket travels, will pro-
duce equal and opposite moments at each bracket. This is a result of
the orthogonal configuration error as previously explained.
No significant moments were noted on either tooth which would tep.d
to roll the tooth buccal or linqual (JlMy). Any moment produced that
would result in this movement would have been measuz-ed bet:ause of the
vice clamping of the inner bow in the transducers. Moments about the
B-axis demonstrate some interesting facts in the study. M0mets in
this axis wo,old rotate the molars about their long axis. A msial-in
rotation would be represented by a positive M for tooth #2 and a nega-
tive M for tooth #i. Both tooth #i and tooth #2 show steadily increas-
ing positive moments about this axis. However; tooth #2 shows the
magnitude of this moment almost twice the magnitude of tooth #i in all
load conditions. This is explained by the fact that in actuality there
is a positive moment about the -axis on tooth #2 and a negative moment
about the -axis on tooth #i as a rsult of the change in configuration
of the inner bow with increased load on the outer bow. To explain this,
it must be. realized that the buccal expansion force in the x-axis direc-
tion will cause a deformation or widening, of the inner bow. The distal
most ends of the inner bow will move along in arc whose apex is near the
inner bow/outer bow junction. This results in a mesial-in type of orlen-
tatlon of the innerbow/attachment innerface, and a bucca] displaceme:t,
17
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The difference betwe tooth #i and tooth #2 mom:nts about the rotation
axis is e.xplained by the inoment generated because of the displacement in
bending of tooth #i along the distal loading axis (-Y). This displace-
ment would generate a moment about the .-axis on tooth #i in a negative
direction and in a positive direction about the g-axis on tooth #2. The
end result would be additive to the moment on tooth #2 and subtracting
from the moment on tooth #i giving the difference seen in the tables.
Tables 1 and 2 show the average force data and moments data acquired for
this series of tests.
II. Series #2: Outer Bow High Relative to Inner Bow
Forces noted in the buccal directiozns for both tooth #i and tooth
#2 indicate that regardless of the relative position of the outer bow
there is a force system developed in the inner bow whicl tends to give
buccal expansion with a force magnitule of 20% that applied to the outer
bow. This is shown in Fig. 5 and reflected in the data of Tables 3 and
4 and in Appendix A.
Those forces reported in the distal direction again reflect the axi-
al load errors previously explained. These load values ideally should
equal the applied load on the outer bow for both teeth.
No extrusive/intrusive force values were obtained in this series
either as could be predicted from the loading conditions, that is, that
a pure distal loading force was applied.
Moment about the x-axis for both tooth #i and tooth #2 is that type
of moment which would have a tipping action. A positive moment as seen
in this series would result in a mesial tipping of the bracket at the
inner bow. This would be expected if the applied force vector were above
the center of resistance of a maxillary molar. A graph of this moment
appears in Fig. 6.
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Tipping moments of inner bow
Moment about the y-axis is again explained by the twisting of the
facebow due to bending of tooth #i. These values are low enough to be
within the error of the apparatus and are not considered significant in
the study.
The moments about the -axis-for this series is similar in range and
magnitude to those seen in the first series. These moments also tend
to move teeth in a mesial-in rotation and a buccal displacement as a
result of the change in configuration of the inner bow.
Tables 3 and 4 show the average force data and moment data acquired
for this series of tests.
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llI. Sries #3: Outer ]{()w Below lIner Bow
The force in t]e x-axis direction again confirms that the outer bow
position has little to o oith the buccal expansion. As in the previous
two series new forc system at the inner bow/attachment innrface is
generated whicl is equivalent to 20% of the applied load on the outer
bow.
Forces shown in the distal direction again should reflect the load
applied to the outer bow. This data does so within the limits of error
previously explained.
Also in this seris the forces are negligable in the extrusive/
intrusive direction. This can be expected because tb. loading is purely
distal force with no extrusive or intrusive components, as hs ben
previously explained.
Moments about the tipping axis show an increase as the load o the
outer bow is increased. The negative moment shown in the ables for this
series in Appendix A, are those types of moments which would tend to
tip te molars distal in a clinical situation as would be expected if the
xtraoral force were placed blow the center of rotation.
Moments about the buccal/linqual roll axis as seen in this seris
are again explained by the orthogonal configuration of the transducers,
as was explained for the previous two series.
Th final moment to be considered in this sris is the moments
about the rotational long axis of the molars. Again, as in the previous
two series, this moment tends to rotate the teth mesial-in and buccally
displaced because of the change in configuration of th inner bow. The
difference in the moments from tooth #I to tooth #2 is explained before
by the bending deflection on tooth #i. Tabls 5 and 6 s1ow the average
force data nd moment date acquired for this series of tsts.
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Conclus on:
I. A bucca] expansion force equivlent to 20% of the force applied in
the distal direction of an extraoral traction appliance is experi-
enced on the inner bow. This force system is consistent regardless
of the position of the outer bow.
2. A mesial-$n rotation is experienced at the inner bow/attachment inter-
face and reflected as a moment about the long axis of the maxillary
molars in all series of facebows tested.
3. No force is experienced in the extrusive/intrusive direction when
the load is applied in the distal direction only.
4. A moment that tends to tip the laolars mesial is developed when a force
is applied in the distal direction and the outer bow is positioned
above the inner bow. This is refl6cted as a positive, x--axis moment.
5. A moment that tends to tip the molars distal is developed when a
force is applied in the distal direction and the cuter bow is position--
ed below the inner bow, This is reflected as a negative x-axis moment.
6, Moments seen about the long axis of the molar are influenced by de-
formation of the facebow because of the orthogonal configuration
required.
7, Because axial load is not directly determined on either transducer
the load that is applied to the outer bow is not directly reflected
by the recorded loads for distal direction for any of the series test-
29
Two strain gaged aluminum rods were used to simulate a standard
molar width and receive tle inner bow of an extraoral traction headgear
appliance. Fifteen facebows were loaded with i00, 200, 300, 400, and
500 gram forces. Five of these facebows had the outer bow level with the
inner bow, five had the outer bow above the inner bow and five of these
facebows had the outer bow below the inner bow. Force systems that re-
suited from these loads show buccal expansion tendency with loads 20% in
magnitude to those applied to the outer bow. A mesial-in rotation was
developed due to the change in configuration of the inner bow. With the
outer bow higher than the inner bow a mesial tipping moment was developed.
With the outer bow below the inner bo* a distal tipping moment was deve-
loped.
Appendix A
Data
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Tooth # I
FACEBOW SERIES" Outer Bow Level with Inner Bow
Facebow # 1
Load
i00
200
Forces
Fx -18
Fy -89
Mx -191
123
-36
F -178
Y
F
M -415
X
My 116
M 251
F
x
Fy -265
F -4
Mx -602
M .123
Y
M 380
Facebow # 2
Load IForces
F
-95Y
F; -i
M -180
x
My 27
M 118
200 F -39
x
F -191
Y
F -?-
M -326
X
M 89
Y
M 243
-300-iF 6i 3
F -284Y
F -3
M -432
x
My 88
M 389
Facebow # 3 Facebow #4
ILad-Load Forces Forces
i00 Fx -18
Fy -96
M -93
x
M 93
Y
M .iii
200 F
x
3------’--
F -193
Y
-237
M 57
M 247
F -287
Y
-386
448
i00 Fx -19
M -163
M 73
Y
__7_7.__
x
-’83
-2
-286
Ny 27
M 166
F 57
X
F -274Y
F-3
M -425
x
M 84
Y
262
Facebow # 5
Load
I00
Forces
Fx-18
Fy-92
32
Tooth
FACEBOW SERIES" Outer Bow Level___w__it__h Inner Bow
Facebow # I
Load
’.400
Forces
Fx -73
Fy -350
Mx -768
My, 177
M 546
5-----F
-93X
F
-436
Y
M 9o7
x
My 222
Fy
M
Y
Facebow # 2
Load ]Forces
Fy -379
F -6
x -554
88
M 528
_5oo Fx -103
F
-470Y
F
-4
M
-570
x
My 167
M 709
F
x
Fy
F
M
My
Facebow # 3
ood- Forces
400 Fx -75
Fy -385
Fg
-3
M
x -516
y 124
M 572
500 Fx -93
-483
-644
My iii
M 676
Fx
F
Y
M
Facebow # 4
Load Forces
400 Fx -77
Fy -365
F -5
M
x -435
M_ :3_ 75_____
500 F -97
Fy -/456
M: -481
M 478
x
FY
N
M
Y
Facebow # 5
Load
400
5OO
Forces
FX..76
Mx-794
y 145
M 936
Fx-96
Fy--448
Mx-593
147
M. 527
Fx
FY
M
33
Tooth #2
FACEBOW SERIES" Outer Bow Level with Inner Bow
Load
I00
Facebow # 1
Forces
Fx 18
Fy -89
Mx 194
Mg 370
;F -178
2
M 371
x
300
My 8
M 747
F 55
x
Fy -265
FB 4
Mx 524
M 21
Y
$o8o
Facebow # 2
Load Forces
i00 Fx 19
Fy -95
F; i
M
x 118
My 27
M 331
Fy-191
F 2
B
M 205
x
M 34
Y
M 676
300 F 63
X
F -284Y
M 411
x
My 52
1022
Facebow # 3
:Load Forces
i00 Fx 19
Fy_96
FB 2
M
x 248
y 15
MB 3].4
F
-1.93
Y
2
fix 468_
18
!M 529
300 Fx 59
F -287
Y
M 751
x
My 29
MB 754
Facebow # 4
Load Forces
100 :Fx 1.9
Fy-91
FB 2
M
x 134
My 43
406
200- Fx- 38
F
-83Y
F 2
Mx 431
My 73
MB 812
300 F 58
X
Fy-274
F 3
M 7O6
x
M 104
Y
M 1233
Facebow #5
Load
LO0
200
300
Forces
F
x 18
Fy-92
Fg 1
FI
x 228
1.I 262
F
x
3)
F
.185Y
F 2
M
x
459
M. 548
Fx 58
Fy-276
FB 3
M 669
x
My
M 806
34
Tooth # 2
FACEBOW SERIES" Outer Bow Level with Inner Bow
Facebow # 1
Load Forces
400 Fx 74
Fy -350
693
Mg 1459
500 F 95X
Fy -436
F 7
M 798
My 44
Mg 1868
F
x
Fy
M
Y
M
Facebow # 2
Load !Forces
400 Fx 84
Fy -379
FZ 6
N
x 592
M 1377
500 Fx 106
Fy -470
F 4
M 840
x
M 98
Y
MB 1766
F
X
Fy
FB
M
My
M
Facebow # 3
Load Forces
400 Fx 75
Fy -385
FB 3
M
x 945
My 36
MZ 1032
500 Fx 94
F
-483
Y
My 4.7
M 1297
Fx
Y
M
Facebow # 4
Load
4OO
Forces
:Fx 79
Fy -365
M 969
My 141
Mr, 1633
x
F
-4 56Y
F 6
Mx  258
My 176
M 2009
F
FY
M
M
Y
Facebow # 5
Load
400
Forces
F
x 77
Fy -367
780
13_05
-468
F 5
M ]Ii].
x
, 99
MB 1779
Fx
FY
M
35
Tooth #I
Facebow # 1
Load Forces Load
100 Fx -18 100
Fy -90
F3 -2
Mx 1214
My, -132
iM 80
00 Fx -37
iFy -179
F --3
INx 2291-
tNy
-159
Mg 155
300 F -56X
Fy -267
Mx 3!37
My ’233
Facebow # 2
Forces
Fx -18
Fy -97
M
x 1260
My -27
M 80
200 Fx -37
Fy -181
F
-3
M
x
2387
My -iii
,M 177
300 Fx -57
Fy -277
F -3
M 2795
X
My -78
MN 246
%tive to Inner Bow
Facebow #
Load
i00
Fy -98
FB 0
M
x 920
y-41
M 40
200 Fx -38
F
-].98Y
F-2
My -132
M 49
300 Fx -58
Fy -296
F -3
M 2143
X
My -118
MB -70
3
Forces Load
Fx -18 i00
200
300
Facebow # 4
Forces
Fx -18
Fy -90
F
M
x 983
F
-37X
Fy -I 80
1825
My -47
M; 199
F -58
Fy -271
M 2473
X
M -63
Y
MB 316
Facebow # 5
Load Forces
100 Fx-18
Fy-96
FB-1
M
x 1290
ME 151
200 F -37
F
-190Y
F
---3
N
x
2632
My --30
M 344
Fx -57
Fy -286
FB -4
M 3810
X
My -45
M 537
300
36
Tooth #i
FACEBOW SERIES:
__t
Facebow # I Facebow # # 3 Facebow #4 Facebow-#
Load Forces Load !F0-es Load Forces Load Forces Load Forces
400 Fx -77 400 Fx -77 400 Fx-76 400 Fx-83 400 Fx-76
Fy -358 Fy -360 Fy -395 Fy_365 Fy_380
FZ -6 F; -6 F -6 F -7 F_9
3807 Mx 2967 M 2544 M 2959 M 4880x x x
M_223 My 40 M 30 M i0 M 71Y Y Y
Mg 329 M 470 M -93 M_3_ M 726
500 F -98 500 Fx -97 500 Fx -96 500 Fx-97 500 Fx-97X
F
-445 F -451 F -491 Fy_455 Fy_480Y Y Y
F
-7 F_- F -6 -0 F
_
x x
My -382 My 287 > -198
M 481 M 328 M -24
F F Fx
My -53 My -148
M; 551 M 914
F FxX
Fy :Fy Fy
FB FB FB
iN My NyY
M MZ M
Fy Fy
F F
M M
X X
y
M M
37
Tooth #2
FACEBOW SERIES"
Facebow # 1
,Load Forces
I00 Fx 18
Fy -90
FZ 1
Yx 1311
My, 8
M 399
200 F 36x
Fy -].82
F
Z 3
M
x 2257
My 127
M 786
300 F
x
56
Fy -270
M
Y
2934
154
] 197
Out er ;__Bo__w
Facebow # 2
Load
I00
200
300
Forces
Fx 18
Fy -90
F 2
M
x 1290
My 68
Fy -179
F 3
N
x 2533
M 131Y
816
55
Fy -267
F 4
M 3679
x
My 193
MZ i178
Facebow # 3
Forces
I00 Fx 19
Fy -98
FB 0
M
x 1115
M 38Y
MZ 474
- 00
300
-198
1959
77
758
57
F
-296Y
M
x
2784
My 123
ME 1185
Facebow #4
Load Forces
100 Fx 18
Fy
-90
F 2
M
x 1115
M _39
Fy
F
NX 204
Ny 108
Ng 827
300 Fx 58
Fy -271
FB 6
N 2890
x
Ny 163
M 1258
Facebow # 5
Load
i00
200
300
!Forces
Fx 7
Fy
-96
Mx 1511
My-9
M 448_
]X 35
Fy -190
F 3
M
x 2957
MB 746
Fx 53
Fy -286
F 4
M 4417
x
My -9
MZ 1197
38
Tooth #2
FACEBOW SERIES" Outer Bow High Relative to Inner Bow
Facebow # 1
Load
400
Forces
Fx 77
FY
F
-374
3527
MB 534
F
Y
F
M
-451
4778
290"
1974
My
F
Fy
M
Y
50O
Facebow #
Load
400
500
Forces
Fx 75
F -358
Y
M 4640
x
My 263
M ;677
x
F
Y
F
M
-445
5631
M 320
Y
M 1963
F
x
FY
M
’Load
400
Facebow # 3
Forces I L0"ad
F 76 4OOx
F -395Y
FB 6
M 3446
x
M 188
Y
M 1502
F 97 500
x
F -491
Y
F 6
Mx 3976
Facebow # 4
219
M 1908
Fx
F
Y
M
Forces
Fy -365
F 7
M 3619
M 196
Y
1561M
F
x
F -455
Y
F !0
Mx 4272
I 281
N 2046
F
x
FY
M
M
Y
Facebow # 5
Load
4"00
Forces
Fy -380
FB 9
M 5945
x
;M 36
Y
M ]_590
IF -480
Y
F 6
IM 7254x
lily 46
M 2013
Y
39
Tooth #I
FACEBOW SERIES" Outer Bow Below Inner Bow
Facebow # 1
Load
100
Forces
Fx -16
F -98Y
Mx -12].2
t, -27
Mg 81
-0-0 -37
x
F -180
300
Facebow # 2
Load
i00
Y
F
M
x
My
-3
-2340
-132
155
Fy -268
Mx -2791
M -204
Y
224
200
Forces
Fx -16
F -96
Y
M -1241
X
My -41
M 82
F -37
x
F -].76
Y
F -3
M -2276
x
M -iii
Y
M 174
F
X
Fy -278
F; -4
M -247].
x
My -76
251
Facebow # 3
Load
100
Forces
Fx -16
F -98Y
M -1260
x
M 1
Y
M 88
200
30’
F -38
x
F -191
Y
"’3
Mx-192o
My -159
M 127
%-
F
-294Y
M
x -3620
Facebow # 4
Load
70o--
Forces
F -90Y
M -987
x
M -171
Y
M 86
F --37
x
F -184
Y
F --4
Mx-925
% -iii
M 155
F
x
Fy -281
M
x
-3232
My -76
M 2]_6
Facebow # 5
Load
ioo
Forces
M -920
x
IM -16y
__i_,M 80
200
3OO
F -37
-180
--3
-25 31
320
M
-26].5
x
MT -48
MZ 535
40
Tooth #1
FACEBOW SERIES" Outer Bow Be]ow Inner Bow
Facebow # 1
Load
400
500
Forces
Fx -76
Fy -371
Mx -2960
Mg 335
x
F
Y
F
M
x
-445
-7
-3476
My ,286
381
Fy
M
Y
Facebow # 2
Load
4OO
Forces
Fx -76
F
-392Y
Fg -6
M
x -2554
My-57
M -4121
M -146
Y
M 426
F
X
Fy
Fg
M
My
Facebow # 3
Load
400
5OO
Forces
Fx -77
Fy -387
M
x -3761
M
-48
Y
Mg 328
F
x -97
F
-458
Y
F
-
--
N.x -3721
My -328
M 380
Fx
F
Y
M
Facebow # 4
Load
400
50O
Forces
Fx -76
Fy --364
M
x -4112
-42
346
-94
F
-455Y
-7804-
My -281
M 276
x
Fy
M
M
Y
Facebow # 5
Load
400
500.
Forces
F
x -77
Fy -380
F -8
Mx-2917
I 377
Fx-97
Fy-464
F
-6
Mx-3167
My-198
MB 811
Fx
Fy
F
M
My
41
Tooth #2
FACEBOW SERIES- Outer Bow Below Inner Bow
Facebow # 1
Load
!00
200
Forces
Fx 18
Fy -91
Mx
-
312
My, 46
MB 400
F 36x
F
-186Y
F 3
M -2116-
x
My 126
M 711
F 56
X
Fy -278
Mx -3126
157
Y
M 1176
Facebow # 2 Facebow # 3
Load
I00
200
300
Facebow # 4
Forces Load
Fx 18 1.00
Fy -90
FB 2
M
x -1310
MB 398
F
x 36 20
Fy -190
F 2
M
-2361
x
My 128
MB 813
F
x
55 300
Fy -281
F 4
M -2968
X
My 191
1187
Forces Load Forces
Fx 18
Fy -96
FB 0
M
x -1156
y 56
396
Fy -187
107
758
57
Fy -270
F 3
M -2784
x
My 186
M 1191
I00
200
300
Fx 19
Fy -90
M
x -1121
My 48
37x
F
--186Y
My 127
My 820
F 56
x
Fy -271
-3027
167
1183
Facebow # 5
Load Forces
100 Fx 18
Fy -92
FB 2
Mx :-1216
M, 402
200 Fx 36
300
F
-]_90Y
F 2
Mx-1919
MB 746
Fx 55
Fy -280
M -2890
x
M 1158
42
Tooth #2
FACEBOW SERIES- ]ow Inner Bo#
Facebow # 1 Facebow # 2 Facebow # 3 Facebow #4 Facebow # 5
LoadlForces Load Forces Load Forces Load Forces Load Forces
400 Fx 78 400 -Fx 77 "400 FX -7 400 Fx 79 400 Fx 77-
F
.--376 F -380 F -392 Fy_371 Fy_383Y Y Y
!F; 6 !FB 6 FB 7 F 6 FB 6
]Mx
-1718 Mx -3626 -3446 -3527 -4112
M 1536 M 1592 M 1621 M i6i M 2 z,4
soo x soo oo soo X- "Fy -461 Fy -458 Fy -460 Fy -455 Fy_462
F 6 F 7 F 7 F 6 F 9
-.3998 -4677 -6218 -4162 I.-56!
My 298 :My 302 217 290 118
M 2046 M 1976 M 2017 M 1907 MB
F F
Fy Fy
F F;
M MyY
M
Fx F Fxx
F F F
Y Y Y
F F F
M M M
X X X
My My My
M M M
Appendix B
Computer Program
43
44
I0 REM T-T00TH CALIBrTATION 1217
I DIM F$(5)
I@5 DIM T(5),S(5(),A$(5)
]I0 DIM A(5S)B(5,5),G(5, S),H(5,5),Id(5,5)
115 DIM V(5, 5)3X,(5,5),v(5,5),(55)
12Z PT’I$T "U SE THIS CHART TO DICK YOUP GAIN"
13Z PP. I NT
IAZ PRINT "IF YOUP. MA.XIMUM";TAB(5);’.YOU, GAIN"
15Z.PRINT "EXP ECTED LOAD I S: "; TAB( 25) ; "SHOULD BE"
160 PRINT
17Z PRINT TAB(6)"50
18Z PRINT TA B(5);"125 G";TAB(28);6
190 PRINT TAB(5);"25 G";TAB(2g);5
SZ PRINT TAB(5):"5 G";TAB(28);4
10 PRINT T AB(4)J"I.C]Z
Z PDINT TAB(4);"20@@
230 PPINT TAB(2)J"> 2@S. G";TAB(25);"TROUBLE"
24Z PP INT
25Z PRINT "INPUT GAIN";
26] ! NPUT G
27W PRIT "T 0 PUN THE CALI BP.ATION, TAKE AN UNLOADED"
2S PPI.NT "READING BY E.NTEP, ING |, ":’]{E LOAD THE TOOT}{"
gz PRINT "A:qD ENTER 2, THEN TAKE ONE MOPE UNLOADED EADING"
30Z PRINT "BY EUTERING 0.CE M0.E. FINALLY E_TEP 3."
3] PRINT "DO THIS .q0UTINE 5 TIME9 EACH F0 /ALL 6 LOADS"
32Z PRINT "M AKING SUrE TO INCLDE INDEPENDENT LOADS
33Z PRINT "F X, FY, FZ AND 3 9EPEPATD HCH INCL’]DE
34Z PRINT "MX, MY, MZ. AFTE. EACH LOAD HAZ BEE’q EPEATED"
35Z PRINT "FIVE TIMES, SEATER THE LOADING CONDITIONS."
360 PH INT
37@ FOR T=I TO 2
380 PHINT "TOOTH "; T; " CALIBRATI ON"
39 PRINT
4ZZ FOP L=I T0 5
41Z PRINT "LOAD "IL
lflg FOR P=I T0 5
191Z PRINT "E HTER FOR LOADED BEADING";
1020 INPU T B
IOafl FO Z
15 FOR G=l T0
1070 CALL (4. IC+7, G,X(C,B))
10SZ GOT0
1090 CLL (4, I,C+I4,G,X(C,B+3))
I108 LET Y(C,B
lll LET Y( C,B+3)=X(CB+3)+Y(C,B+3)
llZ NEXT C
30 NEXT
I135 F01 C=l T0 5
11,’ LET X(C, B)--Y(C’tB)/I
115 LET X (C,B+3)--Y(C,B/3)/I
I155 LET Y(C,B)=Y(C,B+3)=
6 [IEXT C
I17 IF TI:I GOTO
llg@ F0 C=I TO 5
I19 LET T(C)
128 LET T(C+6 )=X(C,)
I21 EXT C
1229 LET TI=I
I4 F0 C=I T0 5
125 LET X(C, I)=’(X(C, I)+T(C))/fi
126 LET
127 NEXT C
12gO LET Tl=9
138 PRINT B:" DOHE"
131 0T0 1929
2 F0R C=I T0 5
218 IF ABS(Z(C,2)) > g[@ THEN
20 IF ABS(X(C,5)) > glg@ THq 5009
039 LET X( C, l)=X(C)-X(Cl)
B LET X(
BS NEXT C
051 FOP I=l T0
5 LET T(1)=
53 NEXT I
269 F0 C=I T0 5
7 LET A(C,)=X(C I)
B80 LET B(C)=X(C2)
fie9 N EXT C
2199 !’IEXT P
2110 FOR C=I
fi12t3 FOR I=l
2139 LET X=-
21 F0R R=
21I FOR A:I
TO 5
TO 5
E192
TO 5
TO STEP
2142 IF R=S(A) THEN 2160
21.Zt3 NEXT A
2144 IF T=I THEN 215
2145 IF B(C.,
216 GOT0 21 6
215 IF A(C,R)
216 LET A=I
161 NEXT
9170 GOT0 2219
2171 LET X= B(C,)
l7 LET S (
fi173 fi0T0 fi16
218 LET
2190 LET S(1)=R
00 G 0T0
10 LET T(I )=X
290 NEXT I
223 FOR I=2 T0 4
22 LET
225 NEXT I
226 LET HI=M/3
2279 LET RI=T(
> X THEN 2171
> X THEN 2180.
4.5
2.8 IF RI <= z TILER
2999 RINT "YOUR PANGE 0F VAI.1Eg 0N CHANNEL ";G
23 PRINT "IS = "R;" COUNTS"
31 IF R1 > THEN 23
232@ PRINT Tl{IS IS IN THE ’S}{AKY’ REGION AND
233 PINT ’t IG}tT WANT T0 RECALIBRATE T[IS LOAD."
234 oRINT "IT’S Um T0 YOU, D0 YOU WANT T0 D0 IT AGAIN";
35 INPUT A
236 IF AS="ES" THEN 80@0
237 GOT0
938 PRINT "THIS IS TOO LARGE A RANGE. PECALIBPATE THIS"
239 PRINT "LOAD. IF THE PPOBLEH PERSISTS SEE THE MAN."
24 G OT0
5 F0R I=l T0’
251 LET S(1)= T(1)=
252 NEXT
252! IF T
2522 LET
2523 GOT0
253 LET
THEN 253@
C.,2)=MI
254Z
C, )=MI
25/48 LET MI=M=
255Z NEXT C
256 PRINT "LOAD "L" IS COMPLETE AND ACCETABLE
257Z IF T=2 GOTO 27Z0
258 PRINT
"
,FZHX, HY, MZ"
59Z INPU T W(
6Z FOR I=l T0 5
261Z LET
6Z NEXT
2630 GOTO 28
278 PPIHT "F ),:FZ..MXMYMZ"
2718 INPUT V(I,L)V(2L)V(3L)V(aL)V(5L)
272 FOR I=l T0 5
3 LET H(IL)=X(C2)
27 NEXT
28 NEXT L
281 NEXT T
282e MAT A= [NV(G)
283 MAT B=INV(H)
28a8 MAT Y=W *A
285 MAT E=V *B
286 PRINT
287 PRINT "TOOTH CALIBRATION"
288 PRINT
289 MAT PRIN T G
29 PR INT
291g PRINT "T00 TH 2 CALIBRATION"
2 PRINT
293 MAT PRINT
294@ PRINT
295 ST 0P
38 l NPUT B
3I IF =3 THEN
32 FOR Z=I T0
33 F0R C=I T0 5
3zl CALL ( IC+8,GX(C,B))
35 CALL (4, I,C+I4,G,X(C,B+3)
3868 LET
37 LET A(CB+3)=X(CB+3)+A(C,B+3)
3@8 NEXT C
46
39 NEXT Z
31 LET Z( C, B)=A( C B)/I
3]2 LET X(
313 LET A(CB)=A(CB+3)=9
31 49 HEXT C
315 IF B=2 TIE 33
316 IF Tl=l THEN 3230
31 ?e LET T =
318 E0R C=l T0 5
3199 LET T(C)=X(C, I)
32 LET T(C+
321 NEXT C
3229 GOT0 33
323 FOR C=l TO 5
34- LET X(C I)=(X(C I)+TtC))/2
3fi5 LET XCC 4)=CXCC,)+T(C+5)
326 NEXT C
3399 PRINT B]" DONE"]
3319 GOT0
35 FOR C=I T0 5
351e IF ABS(X(C2)) > 519 TH
352 IF ABS(XC5)) > 19 THEN
35 39 NEXT C
354 F0R C=l T0 fie
355 LET T(
3568 NEXT C
357@ LET TI=
357 FOR C=I T0 5
3572 LET X( CI )=X(C2)-X(C;)
3573 LET X( C2)=X(C5)-X(C4)
357 4 NEXT C
358 PRIJT
359 PRINT
36 NAT A=YX
361 HAT B=*X
36 PRINT "TEST CONDITIONS"
363 INPU T F$
3631 FOR C=I T0 5
363 F0R B=l T0 5
3633 LET
3634 "LET B(CB)=INT(B(CB)+*5)
3635 NEXT B
3636 NEXT C
359
3659 PRINT TAB( ) ; "TOOTH "I TAB(26) "TOOTH 2"
366 PR INT
367 PRINT
368 PRINT "F(X)"TAB(19);A(I I)$TAB(25)B(I,2)
3699 PRItJT "F(Y)"TAB(I);A(2,
I PRINT "H(X)"TAB(19)IA(3 l)TAB(25)B(3,2)
373 PRINT "H(Z)"TAB(19);A(5I)TAB(25)B(52)
4 PRINT
47
379@ NEXT
38@ N EXT
381 GOT0
4000 PRINT
ZIO STOP
42 PR INT
,t. 3 ST0#
375Z PRINT
376 F0 C=! T’0 5
3770 FOP. B=I TO 5
3780 LET A(C,B)=B(CB)=Z
B
C
"0 UERL0/%D ON CHANNEL";C
OVER,LOAD ON CHANN EL "; C+ 6
80( PRINT "DO YOU WANT 0R NEED MORE INFORMATION";
8Zg ST 0P
820 IF A$="YES" TH
803Z GOT0 z;l Z
885 PRINT "HERE AE THE FIVE VALUES FOR CHANNEL";C
886 FO I= TO
87Z PRINT T (I)
88Z NEXT I
809 PINT "NOW Y0U C SEE THE PROBLD,I. ARE
81@0 PINT ’"$1LLING T0 ACCEPT THIS";
8110 INPUT A
8120 IF A$="YES" TH 25@0
8t 3Z GOT0
814e END
PE
48
Appendix C
Photographs
Steriometric Series
49
prel(C)aded c(C)nfisuration @ S series (C)ut
er b(C)w level wit inner bow
Steriometric serie,s: left view hadgar #3
loaded configuration 500 gm sries outer
level with inner bo
Striometric series: left view headgear #3
postloaded configuration 500 gm series out-
r bow level with i er bow
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